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Office considered somewhat untrustworthy and not a brand not worth paying more for
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Russell &amp; Bromley exclusive, aspirational and expensive
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Reading word clouds
THE CONSUMER – KEY TAKEAWAYS
COVID-19 has presented issues for seasonal footwear
The rise in online shopping has made Amazon more of a threat 
Shoppers now wait for sales before purchasing
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People are cutting back on non-essential spend…
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Fewer people are buying fashion items
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Footwear purchasing continues to decline
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Women’s seasonal and formal styles suffer
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Disruption in schooling has contributed to declines
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Children’s footwear purchasing spread fairly equally across genders
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Those with young children likely to purchase several styles
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More shopped for footwear online than in-store
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Fewer young people are shopping via laptops
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Online-only retailers show growth in customers
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Younger shoppers tend to prefer clothing or sports specialists
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Amazon is now the most popular footwear retailer…
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…and alongside ASOS picked up the most shoppers since 2020
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Younger shoppers are less loyal to one retailer
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Over two in five shoppers value familiarity…
Figure 91: Factors prioritised when shopping for footwear, February 2021
…with older shoppers particularly susceptible 
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BEHAVIOURS TOWARDS FOOTWEAR
Pain points for shopping footwear online can be lessened
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Shoppers now wait for sales before making purchases
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While many put off buying footwear, others invested in practical pieces
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Parents and those buying shoes from clothing stores want sizing advice
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Exclusive discounts pique shoppers’ interests
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One in five of those aged 16-24 want to try footwear on virtually
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Young parents more likely to rely on discounts and pay-later schemes
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